
ANNIE – Vocal Audition Selections. 
 

IMPORTANT!! Read THIS first: 
 Any YouTube links or sound recordings are for REFEERENCE ONLY: They MAY NOT 

BE IN THE SAME KEY as the vocal selections!!  
 Make sure you find a piano (or an app) and learn the selection in the key of the 

sheet music provided to you.  
 The copy of the sheet music is the audition version (AND WHAT THE 

ACCOMPIANIST WILL USE TO SUPPORT YOU IN YOUR AUDITION). 
 Practice the song in the key that it is written in the sheet music provided – which 

is not necessarily the YouTube video or sound recording! 
 
HOW TO CHOOSE A VOCAL SELECTION 

1. If you REALLY want to be considered for a specific role, then choose the selection for that role. (i.e. 
if you really want to go for Annie, choose that character’s selection).  
2. If you are open to any/multiple roles choose the selection that you connect with and fits your voice 
(you feel comfortable singing it with emotion and character). 
3. If you only want to be considered for a CHORUS role, choose the chorus selection. 
 
*YOU WILL BE CONSIDERED FOR ALL ROLES YOU INDICATE ON YOUR AUDITION SHEET. 
 

 

ANNIE 

Actors will sing cuttings two audition pieces:  

“Tomorrow” 

Context/Notes: One of the most iconic musical theatre songs in the musical theater cannon (no pressure) 

;)  This Annie is spunky and tough, but she is also full of love and hope. She is fiercely loyal and loving 

to those close to her. She has been through a lot, this little orphan, and this song is about her reminding 

herself that there is always something to look forward to, even in the grayest and loneliest days. This 

song is about her undying hope for love and happiness and faith that no matter what it will come for her. 

  

  

Audition Tips/What the directors are looking for:  Vocal range, ability. We must also love her and her 

continued optimism. Emotional range when she is talking about the gray days that then emotionally 

builds to pure faith and hope.  Honest emotions and wonder at the world are required of the actor, as 

well as facial gestures that communicate emotion. FACE! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MISS HANNIGAN/ROOSTER/LILY 

“Little Girls” 

Context: Miss Hannigan poorly runs an orphanage of young girls. She is bitter, angry, and waiting for 

someone to come rescue her. She has no love for the girls, only of her own self-interest. She looks to 

escape the life she has and would do almost anything to do so. (Rooster is her brother and is much the 

same! Together they scheme to get Annie and the money) 

 

Audition Tips/What are the directors looking for: Vocal range, ability. This is a ‘character actor’ at its 

best. This means that, although always honest, some of her gestures and emotions can be exaggerated. 

We must be amused at her unkindness, her ineptitude, and her negligence. There is a little bit of silliness 

that needs to come to this character so that we do not take the characters (or the orphans’ situation) 

seriously. In spite of her cruelty and scheming, we cannot take her too seriously or we lose hope. – Same 

with Rooster 

Big facial gestures, CLEAR AND SPECIFIC movements timed to the lyrics – don’t get too wild or 

crazy, but find the comedic line. She/He gets a lot of laughs! 

 

GRACE 

“You’re Gonna Like It Here” 

Context: Grace is Mr. Warbuck’s personal secretary and she is tasked with finding an orphan to gain 

him good PR. She is the first adult we see fall in love with Annie. She is strong, graceful, kind, motherly 

and warm.  

 

Audition Tips/What are the directors looking for: FACE! Emotion!  Grace is warm and caring as well as 

extremely competent and confident.  

 

CHORUS/FEATURED ROLE 

“Never Fully Dressed” 

Context: This version is when the orphans are singing the song mocking the song a little. You can take it 

in the direction of an orphan or you can take it in a more ‘adult’ version (one of the servants or other 

adult characters. Just make some sort of character choice. Don’t forget your face!! 

 

WARBUCKS 

“Why Should I Change a Thing” 

Context: Warbucks is the iconic gruff rich and successful businessman. Although he’s not been fully 

corrupted by his money and power, he has forgotten how to play, have fun, and care for another thing. 

His journey and transformation throughout the play help us understand the magic and power of Annie.  

 

Audition Tips: His songs are often and can be ‘spoke sung’ in order to achieve this gruff and rough guy. 

Focus more on the struggle he is having with his newfound emotions and showing that in the face, rather 

than hitting every note and singing it beautifully. If you can do both, great!!  


